
Stratus
Dough sheeters range



 EASY TO USE AND INTEGRATE

The STRATUS range from Bertrand-Puma is made of table 

standing dough sheeters (Junior) and flour standing ones 

(Senior and Senior XL). 

The Junior is the ideal space-saving table standing dough 

sheeter, able to fit in narrow areas. With a distance of 700mm 

between its feet, it can be put on a worktable for even more 

practicality. To gain valuable working space, the tables can be 

removed and folded up when not in use.

STRATUS RANGESTRATUS RANGE

 ERGONOMY AND STURDINESS

Particularly sturdy, the STRATUS dough sheeter’s frame and cover are made of 

epoxy painted steel, and allow you to work without physical strain or fatigue. 

The tear-proof feed rollers at the entry of the conveyor belt ensures a smooth 

and easy use. A reinforced aluminum adjustment lever guarantees a consistent 

final thickness of the dough bands to obtain products of regular size and weight. 

The ergonomic handle of the lever ensures a reliable and precise manipulation, 

for an effortless adjustment of the cylinder opening. Those cylinders, made of 

stainless steel, are protected thanks to a safety microswitch and gas springs. 

A reinforced joystick that guides the procession of the dough is at the front of the machine. The Senior XL dough 

sheeter, for its part, has orange handles as well as a pedal for the cycle reversal.

The replacement of the belts used to be a very arduous and time-consuming 

task. Thanks to an unlocking system of the table, it has now become much 

more easier and can be done in just thirty minutes per belt. 

The equipements of the STRATUS range are table-top and floor standing dough sheeters. The baker 
and pastry-maker’s ally for the laminating and stratification of the dough, these machines’ easy 
and versatile use allow for consistent and delicious results in viennoiserie making.  



 SENIOR XL PLATINUM VERSION 

The Stratus Senior XL dough sheeter is also available in Platinum version, full option. The table, that has been 
reinforced for the cutting of the dough, includes as standard a support frame for the cutting tools, with a cutting tool 
provided (can be changed when placing the order). For even more precision and comfort, this dough sheeter has 
a digital reading of the cylinder opening, a two-speed selector switch, as well as a dual control pedal for the cycle 

reversal. 

A reinforced conception and a selection of 
even more sturdy materials for a polyvalent 
and intensive use.

More technical options for an even more 
precise and unequalled result in the 
bakehouse.

JUNIOR SENIOR SENIOR XL

 DESIGN AT THE SERVICE OF HYGIENE 

Special attention has been payed to the construction of the STRATUS dough sheeters in order to facilitate the cleaning 
operations. Their compact and linear design with smooth surfaces, the removable and foldable tables, or the belts in  
woven plastic, are all factors that simplify the daily maintenance of the machine.
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Stratus Senior 
XL Platinium

Stratus Senior 
XL StentorStratus SeniorStratus Junior

Electrical supply 400V / TRI+N+T / 50-60Hz

Power (kW) 0,55 0,55 0,75 0,75

Rated current (A) 1,8 1,8 1,8 1,8

Roller width (mm) 550 550 600 600

Table length (mm) 800 1000 1400 1400

Cylinder opening (mm) 0 - 38 0 - 38 0 - 38 0 - 38

Max. overall height (mm) 965 1770 2100 2100

Max. overall length (mm) 1700 2420 3330 3330

Max. overall width (mm) 945 945 996 996

Max. dough pieces weight (kg)* 3 3 6 to 10 6 to 10

Weight (kg) 91 150 218 236

2 recovery shelves -   

Stand with castors -   

- Support frame for cutting tools
- 1 cutting tool (to choose in the list)
- Double speed
- Reinforced table
- Dual control pedal
- Digital display

- - - 

 standard

*indicative data that may vary depending on the type of dough and the final thickness to be obtained


